
Dear Potential Camp Ondessonk Summer Staff Member,  

“The best part of life is to decide to make the journey through life like a best selling book. Tell a 

fantastic story when you are ready to tell others how you did it. Make your life the best story ever 

written through a journey filled with overcoming obstacles, taking risks, and continuing to develop.” – 

Catherine Pulsifer. I am so glad you have decided to consider Camp Ondessonk as a chapter in your 

book for summer 2023. There will be obstacles along the journey; but most importantly there will be 

growth for your leadership, relationships, and life skills.  

It is no secret that working for a residential summer camp can be both the hardest and most rewarding 

job you have ever had. There are long hours involved, caring for up to 32 children as they (and you) 

adjust to life in the outdoors; but even the hardest times bring memories to be made, friendships to 

develop, and lives to change. If you choose to work at Camp Ondessonk for the summer of 2023, I 

cannot say precisely where you may find struggle or success; but I can promise that you will change the 

lives of the campers and staff that you interact with each week. You will be the one that someone goes 

home and brags to their friends and family that they know you; the one that someone will be looking for 

as they cross the covered bridge in 2024; the one that future staff will look up to and have looked up to 

as a leader, mentor, and friend. So yes, some days will be long and hard but the reward at the end is 

worth adding to not only your story, but to all of our stories.  

As you continue to think about working at Camp Ondessonk for the Summer of 2023, I want to share 

some information with you about the changes you will notice. This list is not everything but is the start 

of what is to come so that you can have a better picture of Summer 2023 at Camp Ondessonk.  

• New and Modified Staff Positions  

o Summer Camp Coordinator to assist the Camping Services Director in day-to-day operations and 

administration tasks. Also giving another resource for the Head Counselor, Campers Support 

Specialist, and all staff.  

o Summer Program Coordinator to assist the Program Director in day-to-day program operations 

and camper progression. Giving an additional resource for Activity Heads. 

o Mini Program Coordinator to focus more on developing mini-camp programs in activity areas 

and in activities not assigned to one activity area, for example, STEM.  

o Special Activities Coordinator to support the special activities of Camp and assist with senior 

camper programs.  

o Dining Hall Staff to assist the Dining Hall Manager with increased responsibilities such as 

managing meals, washing camper table dishes, and maintaining strong Dining Hall cleanliness 

standards.  

o Mini Program Staff to assist the Mini Program Coordinator with implementing mini-camp 

program and camper supervision. Will be assigned to assist Activity Heads when Mini Camp is 

present.  

o Trading Post Staff to be a dedicated staff to assist the Trading Post Manager with day-to-day 

operations of the Trading Post.  

• The C.I.T. Program for 2023 will be three weeks long, creating three cohorts of C.I.T.s for 

summer 2023. This change will allow for some C.I.T.s to be invited back and provide more 

opportunities for 16-year-olds to explore the role of a summer camp counselor.  



• Adventure programs have been modified and are actively being worked on.  For Summer 2023, 

there will be 6 programs titled Shawnee Adventures to give campers a taste of many different 

adventure experiences while having the comforts of Traditional Camp such as cabin housing, 

dining hall food, showers, etc. These new programs will have a capacity of 20. In addition, the 

last three weeks will have Camper vs. Wild, Climbing, and Mountain Bike Adventures, which so 

many have enjoyed in the past.  

• Specialty Horse Programs (Horse Camp, Adv. Horse Camp, Horse Adventure) will have 

capacities of 10-12 campers; this is a change for 2022. There will be more opportunities for 

Horse Camp throughout the summer with this change.  

• To continue to improve the Opening and Closing Campfire, auditions will be held for Campfire 

emcees. Each half will have a dedicated Emcee Team that will bring in younger staff to teach 

them the art of Emceeing. Staff brought in for a one-week performance do not need to audition, 

but will need approval by the Summer Program Coordinator.  

• Year-round staff is exploring the possibility of hiring weekend-specific staff to decrease how 

many staff must work weekends between camper sessions. Should this not work, staff will be 

asked to work one weekend during their employment and will be compensated for that time. 

• The annual Homecoming and Open House will be coming back in 2023 the Saturday before 

Session 1. This day provides staff a chance to work their area and show their skills to friends 

new and old as folks come through for a few hours of camp magic. Staff will have off the Friday 

afternoon of orientation and from the end of the Open House until the All Staff Meeting on 

Sunday.  

“No one can decide the road that inspires us to kick-start a journey better than the one embarking on the 

path. We may find others joining our journey, but we have to take the first step alone to reach our 

destination.” – Dr Prem Jagyasi. As you consider this first step to working the Summer of 2023 at Camp 

Ondessonk, I hope you find your mind open to all of the possibilities this summer holds, and hopefully 

join our team for an incredible experience. If you join us, although your first step may be alone, you will 

find a community and family ready to walk next to you, ready to raise you high when you succeed and 

help you up when you fall. Ultimately, I know that whatever decision you make, it will be the best 

decision for you and your journey.  

It takes courage to work at Camp Ondessonk, and I know whether you choose Camp or not, you have so 

much courage even considering it. Thank you for considering Camp Ondessonk employment as part of 

your summer adventures this year. I look forward to reviewing your application and hopefully getting 

the chance to interview you.  

 

 

Nolan Hurst  

Camping Services Director  

Camp Ondessonk 

office: 618.695.2489  ext. 116 

nolan.hurst@ondessonk.com 
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